Part I: Translate the following passages to English (30%)
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Part 11: Translate the following passages to Mandarin (20%)

1. While Microsoft has been dogged by years of less-than-perfect business practices,
the company is making progress.
2. Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly
satisfied is to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work is
to love what you do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking. Don't settle.

Part 111: Read the following passages and answer questions in English (20%)

The holiday season is notorious for the emotional stress it evokes. Now, researchers at
the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine have come up with a non-invasive
way to see the effects of psychological stress in an area of the brain linked to anxiety
and depression. This research has important implications for how practitioners treat
the numerous long-term health consequences of chronic stress.
In the study, which is reported in the Nov.21 online edition of the Proceedings of the
National Academy ofsciences, researchers used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to detect an increase in blood flow to the prefrontal cortex in
individuals subjected to stress. Further, the increase remained even when the stressor
was removed, suggesting the effects of stress are more persistent than once thought.
Whereas most previous fMRI studies have relied on indirect measures of cerebral
blood flow, the Penn team, led by John A. Detre, measured blood flow directly, using
a technique called arterial spin labeling. The technique is non-invasive, relying on
magnetically "tagging" the water molecules in subjects' bIood.
This research is supported by the National Science Foundation, the National Institutes
of Health, and the U.S. Air Force. (Extracted from the NSF Press Release, November
22,2005)
Questions
1: What is the most significant finding of this research?
2: Compare the differences between previous studies and this research.

Part IV: Write English letter based on the following instructions (30%)
You are very interested in Professor Robert Miller's research and hope that you can
become his advisee.
Please write Professor Robert Miller an English letter (about 250 words) via email
briefly describing. vourself, your research interests and study plan in the hope that
after reading this letter he would like to give YOU a chance for an interview.

This email is very important to you. Please follow all of the instructions to compose
your email by using the email template and Professor Robert Miller's email account
below.
You have to fill in the Subiect and give vourself a blind carbon copy (Bcc).
Professor Robert Miller's email: Robert.miller@mx.nthu.edu.tw

